Genome Life Sciences (GLS), a global genomics and bioinformatics company, in Chennai India is hiring bioinformatics specialists at various levels. GLS is a research oriented company developing advanced products for a variety of applications in genomics, proteomics, pharmacogenomics and gene-drug discovery areas.

Ph.D. Bioinformatics Scientists: (Job Code: GLS-JC-01)
- Ph.D. in bioinformatics with proven experience as a key player in bioinformatics research projects
- Strong publication record with an aptitude for innovative bioinformatics research is a must
- Demonstrable experience in preparing and submitting successful research grants
- Experience in microarray data analysis is highly preferred
- Hands on experience with biostatistics and statistical programming (R, Matlab)
- Demonstrated programming (Java and Perl) and database development skills
- Strong knowledge in molecular biology, functional genomics, and proteomics

Bioinformatics Java Programmers: (Job Code: GLS-JC-02)
- Will be a key player in developing our Bioinformatics Software Suite
- 3+ years experience in Java real-time, web services/messaging interface development in an industry setting
- Strong exposure to J2EE frameworks including SPRING, STRUTS and EJB
- Masters Degree in bioinformatics or equivalent hands-on experience in programming for bioinformatics projects in an industry setting
- Database programming and SQL experience
- Experience with Perl is a plus
- Knowledge in Molecular biology and biostatistics

Bioinformatics Programmers/Analysts: (Job Code: GLS-JC-03)
- Will be a team player/lead for developing advanced bioinformatics products
- 3+ years bioinformatics programming experience in an industry or academic setting
- Demonstrated skills and experience in Perl and Java programming
- Experienced in database design and SQL programming
- Strong knowledge in Molecular biology and Biostatistics
- Experience in statistical programming using R is a plus

Fertile research environment | Great opportunity for publications | Excellent salary and benefits
Send resumes to careers@genome.com with job code and salary requirements.